
Быстрое создание слайдов

Создавайте слайды с идеально отформатированным текстом. Попробуйте 
добавить текст и изменить его шрифт, размер и цвет.

My hometown



Foundation of the city of Arkhangelsk - 1584
Population of the city: 355,8 thousand people
Area: 2944 hectares
Mayor: Pavlenko Victor Nikolaevich

Coordinates: 64 °33′00 ″ NL 40 °32′00 ″ EL.
Internal division: To 9 okrugovetnokhorony: 
arkhangelogorodtsyavtomobilny code: 29

Arkhangelsk in figures



The cape Pur-Navolok - the 
place where there has begun 
the history the city of 
Arkhangelsk in 1584. This place 
is designated by a beautiful 
monument in the form of a big 
sea wave and the memorable 
plate.



Peter I visited Arkhangelsk 3 раза:в 1693,1694, and 1702. Many residents of Arkhangelsk who 
have got under influence of mythology about Peter I are sure that rough blossoming of 
Arkhangelsk has begun with him. At the time of Peter I's government in Arkhangelsk the 
Russia's first ship-building shipyard is under construction, and then the admiralty is based. 
Petr attached huge significance to a role of this city, and in 1708 he does Arkhangelsk by the 
center of the province. According to Peter I's decrees in 1719 and 1724 the free Pomor 
chernososhny peasantry has been deprived of the freedoms granted still by Ivan the Terrible 
and transferred to the category of the state peasants. The decrees Pyotr has forbidden 
Pomors to build traditional sea harvesting vessels and has demanded to build the ships in 
the manner inostrannykh.11 December, 1724 Pyotr I the nominal decree has forbidden the 
foreign trade ships to come to Arkhangelsk. It has led to sharp crash of economy of the 
capital of Pomorze, a mass impoverishment of Pomors, and any more never Arkhangelsk 
could reach former prosperity.



City of military glory

According to the Decree of the Russian President Putin Vladimir 
Vladimirovich of December 1, 2006, in each city awarded ranks "The 
city of military glory" the stele devoted to this event has to be 
established. Arkhangelsk has been awarded this high rank on 
December 5, 2009 then discussions on a question of installation of a 
memorable stele have begun. On February 3 there have taken place 
public hearings concerning a stele installation site, but to a 
consensus it wasn't succeeded to come. By the end of March, after 
long discussions the installation site of a monument has been 
defined — a stele has been decided to establish on crossing of 
Svoboda St. and Severnaya Dvina Embankment, near hotel 
Pur-Navolok. Veterans and citizens of Arkhangelsk actively took part 
in the solution of the matter.



"Water-transport worker" - Team on bandy from Arkhangelsk. Leaders of the 
Russian and European bandy from the middle of the 1990th to the middle of the 
2000th, "Water-transport worker" - the most titled team in Russia!
9-fold Champion of Russia
1996, 1997, 1998, 1999, 2000, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005
6-fold owner of the Russian Cup
1992, 1994, 1995, 1996, 2000, 2005
3-fold owner of the Cup of the European Champions
2002, 2003, 2004
2-fold owner of the World Cup
2003, 2004



Arkhangelsk Puppet theater
Has been founded in 
1933. 
His founders - the 
director and the artistic 
director of Theatre for 
Young Audience A.S. 
Nikolaev, and also the 
actor and the teacher of 
studio at theater A. N. 
Engelgardt. By 2010 the 
troupe of theater 
consisted of 17 people. 
To actors Rostislav 
Dmitriyevich Kiselyov, 
Svetlana Vladimirovna 
Mikhaylova, Vera 
Konstantinovna 
Nikitinskaya, Alexander 
Aleksandrovich Churkin, 
Nina Valentinovna 
Tumanova and Oleg 
Ivanovich Shinyaev the 
honorary title "The 
honored artist of the 
Russian Federation" is 
given.



Chumbarov-Luchinsky Avenue.
Prospectus extent: 1200 meters. It 

is located parallel to Troitsky 
Avenue, lasts from Vyucheysky 
St. to Svoboda St.

It is called in honor of the poet and 
the revolutionary figure Fyodor 
Stepanovich 
Chumbarov-Luchinsky.

Till 1921 the prospectus carried the 
name Pskov, even before 
Average and Bolshaya 
Meshchanskaya Street. Now is 
the pedestrian street museum 
where there are constructions of 
wooden Arkhangelsk. On the 
prospectus there are two 
interesting monuments - to 
Stepan Pisakhov and Seong 
Maling - to the hero of fairy tales 
of Pisakhov.



The museum "Small Korela" is a unique collection of monuments of wooden architecture  
under the open sky. Here, in 25 km from Arkhangelsk, in the territory of about 140 hectares  
120 most versatile structures - churches, часовень, belltowers are concentrated,
the country estates, mills, barns constructed at the XVI beginning of the 20th centuries.

 The museum "Small Korela" is a collector and the keeper of original heritage of Pomor
edges. He in the territory of the museum is represented folklorno - ethnographic theater "Novation",
masters of national crafts and crafts.

 The museum "Small Korela" is not just the museum of the Pomor heritage. It is unique
synthesis of a landscape, monuments and folk art. Each visitor finds here
what so isn't enough for him in vanity of modern city life: silence of modest
northern country, warmly wooden walls.

 There is everything that so on heart to the Russian person!



Temples of the city of Arkhangelsk
All temples:

1) Sacred and Ilyinsky cathedral

2) Church of All Saints

3) St. Nicholas Church

4) Church of the Assumption

5) Sacred and Troitsk temple

6) The house temple in honor of the St. rights. Ioann Kronshtadsky at PGU of M. V. 
Lomonosov 

7) The temple in honor of St. blessed Xenia of Saint Petersburg

8) The temple in honor of Saint Martin Ispovednik 

9) The temple in honor of the St. benefits. prince Alexander Nevsky 

10) The temple in honor of Saint Tikhon

11) The temple in honor of Ven. Sergey of Radonezh

12) Farmstead of Spaso-Preobrazhenskoye of Solovetsky Monastery   

13) The temple in honor of Anthony



Let time fly 
White-winged bird,
Over the years doesn't grow dim
Your beauty.

And to me it isn't necessary 
Any capital,
Loveliest to me
Native places.

Ancient Chumbarovki
I inhale air,
I admire boundless
Smart Dvina.

To darling cathedrals
I grow soul,
What heart is granted
To us world and rest.

Remain for ever!
Prosper, expand!
Stored by heavenly 
Manpower.

You in every spring
As a flower get out of hand,
Also be even more more beautiful
Arkhangelsk native!!!


